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The dance of death that is being

	

Why the trial is being held at this
enacted in Prague is familiar . It was time is, as always, a matter for con- goats in a new sense. Eleven of them
rehearsed at the trials of Rajk and jecture. In a conspiratorial and ' are Jews, and for the first time in an
Kostov ; its most obvious parallel is " monolithic" body like the Corn- I important trial of this kind Zionism
the spate of trials that wiped out most munist party a struggle for power ' has been made one of the main
of the Communist old guard in Russia may find no issue other than the utter charges. Communist propagandists
fifteen years ago . But to the outside destruction of one of the contenders. have been busy for some time
world that can only listen to the It is conceivable that Slansky did in denouncing Zionism as a " cosmo-
voices of the self-condemned as fact attempt to seize full control of politan ideology" and Israel as a
Prague radio broadcasts them from the party by removing President " tool of the imperialists . " But now a
Pankrac prison the ritual is as ghastly Gottwald . But against the wider precise motive is beginning to appear
and fantastic as ever . Even for a background of Communist'—that is, of for the tremendous publicity given at
session of the Communist inquisi- Soviet—policy in Eastern Europe the the trial to the so-called Zionist con-
tion this has peculiar features . The issue is more complicated. Some of spiracy . Among the crimes imputed
accused are a mixed lot of fallen the accused, like Clementis, were to Israel by the Czech Communist
leaders and underlings . Some who known to be under suspicion because newspaper "Rude Pravo" is its
might have been expected to appear— they spent the war years in the West function as " a base . . . directed
former assistants of Clementis, for or appeared to have been premature against the enslaved Arab nations . "
instance, who were arrested before anti-Nazis . Others. like Slansky him- The Middle East is a promising field
him—have not done so . Mme self, were thought to be devoted for Communist agitation ; denuncia-
Svermova, denounced for nearly two instruments of Moscow . It may be tion of Zionism in these terms is a
years as one of the chief " conspira- that all of them are now being used promising theme . Besides this the
tors," has appeared only as a tearful as scapegoats for the difficulties of trial has most likely given the
witness, part of whose evidence which the Czech Communists, faced signal for a recrudescence of
was cut off the air. But otherwise with the task of subjugating an anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe,
the trial follows the usual pattern . advanced and wideawake society, where it has deep roots . The Corn-
There is, as before, a grab-bag of have had more than their share. munists still insist that anti-Zionism
charges, many of them contradictory. As long ago as last December one does not imply anti-Semitism.
The accused must be shown—and of the accused was officially blamed But the way in which the accused
must show themselves—to have been for the failure of the important have been identified and have identi-
" spies " and " enemies of the people " Ostrava coalfield to meet its target . fled themselves as `'Jewish bourgeois
almost from birth . Thus Slansky has Now they all turn out to have nationalists " suggests the contrary.
had to confess that in 1924 he offered " sabotaged" the Czech economy in If to be a Jewish bourgeois is not
to inform against Communist every possible field from foundries worse than to be a plain bourgeôis,
students, and 'that in 1927 he and. leather industries to State farms. then why mention it ? For all the
expressed " doubts" about ' Comin- They are alleged to have concluded differences between one form of
tern policy in China. One of " criminal" trade agreements with tyranny and another the methods
Clementis's crimes is that when the West and arranged to omit from they use to divide and distract their
Marshal Tito visited Prague in 1946 the State plan of production "all • subjects are strikingly similar . But
they " had long talks "—this at a time preparatory work for the develop- this trial is calculated to strike terror
when Mr Gottwald, the rescued hero ment of heavy industry "—all this, into all Czechs, Jews and Gentiles,
of the trial, was hardly avoiding the presumably, without the knowledge Communists and non-Communists.
Marshal ' s company . The devil of the of the rulers who now send them to They now know, if they needed to be
moment must be made to appear their deaths . Worse still . they are told, that the slightest contact with
incredibly evil . There is, indeed, said to have hampered deliveries of the West is fatal (even "extending
something fitting about the fact that exports to the Soviet Union . That economic links with the West " has

one group of the accused, arrested a excuse is no doubt meant to reach been judged a crime, in the teeth of
year ago, was hottest in its denuncia- the right ears .

	

Mr Stalin's "peaceful coexistence ")
tion of the other group, arrested
nearly two years ago . Whatever the

	

fourteen accused are °`0
.N`- placed are safe . The only question is

means used to extract their "con-

	

to what further desperate remedies
fessions" it is no wonder that

	

the Czech Communists will be driven
Slansky should have answered " yes"

	

in their effort to keep the prison
to every imputed heresy and said

	

walls staunch.
that he was being `" rightfully
judged" ; no wonder that another
should have asked to be hanged.
Now that the wives and children of
the accused are demanding " the
strictest punishment " he is likely to
have his wish .
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